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WHO IS
ELLE MICHELL?
Elle Michell’s professional career spans more than
20 years, serving in progressive Risk Management
& Insurance roles for global brands. Elle’s rich life &
career experiences coupled with her love for serving
people and adroit problem-solving skills are the perfect
ingredients for a thoughtful and impactful life coach.
She blends her innate creativity, investigative skills and
analytical acumen for the benefit of her clients as she
guides them through various life and career transitions.
As the Founder and CEO of Intelligent Intentions LLC,
Elle is an award winning, nationally sought after life
& career transition coach, consultant, thought leader,
and speaker. A native and current resident of Atlanta
GA; Elle earned a BBA (Major: Risk Management &
Insurance) from Georgia State University where she
also studied for an MBA. Elle is a certified life coach
who operates with intelligence, intention and integrity.

CLIENTS INCLUDE
• Corporate Professionals
• Higher Learning Institutions
• Non-profit Organizations/Associations
• Professional Associations/Societies
• Corporations
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Client TESTIMONIALS
Elle is someone who embodies the true essence

It’s been truly a blessing working with

of a strong and encouraging life coach. Her bold

Lawanda Hall. Her intellect and passion for

persona aides you to really do the work and

helping others is contagious! Her coaching

make the change that you are looking for. Going

will put so much into perspective and

through the 90 day Think Tank Session with her

provide a blue print for success.

was a life changing experience and one I’ll never
forget. as helped me in areas of promotion and
growth in my career. If it were not for Elle, where
would my mind be. She is simply the best and an

- LESLIE ANONYUO
Business Development Associate
@ UPS Capital

honor to work with!

- JASMOND HATCH
PR Professional

Through working with Elle, I developed
a stronger sense of professionalism
and understanding of how business
works.

As a practicing attorney, these

skills have been pivotal to my success.
I am very excited to recommend Lawanda Hall.
She has always been very engaging and inquisitive

- CONNTESSUA WALKER, ESQ.

about a number of complex risks issues. I think she
will continue to provide tremendous value to any
organization.

- RACHELL PERRY
Resident Managing Director AON

Elle is a master builder of people and projects.
I recently sought her professional guidance
to navigate a major career transition. She
helped me to identify both the financial and
personal impact of converting my contract.
I appreciated the rigor she applied to her

Elle is an extremely resourceful and effective

coaching methodology and the wealth of

problem solver. She is a big picture, process

connections that she brings from her 20 year

oriented thinker who thoughtfully explores

career.

and clearly articulates options.

- JOB MILFORT, ESQ.
Managing Partner
Prioleau & Milfort Atlanta, GA

- QUINETHA FRASER, MBA
Senior Funding Strategist, Coach, Keynote
Speaker - President of Social Impact
Technology LLC

Book ELLE
MOST REQUESTED WORKSHOPS
COLLEGE TO CAREER READINESS:
Proactively plan/prepare for the transition from college life to career. Learn helpful strategies and resources to set
yourself up for sustainable career success.

| COLLEGE STUDENTS |

AGREEMENTS:
Getting Clear on the power of engaging intentionally at work and in life. Learn how contracts are formed and how
you participate in the process, daily. Understand how to preemptively manager expectations in order to create and
sustain healthy relationships.

| MINDSET |

CAREER RISK MANAGEMENT:
Owning your path & possibilities. Lean to apply risk management strategies to your career in order to mitigate the
risks of becoming disengage and unfilled on a job.

| STUDENTS + YOUNG PROFESSIONALS |

HEADWIND:
A discussion about Pride, Prejudice and Privilege; and its impact on your possibilities. Learn to intentionally engage
in order to address and overcome the impact of Pride, Prejudice and Privilege in this society.
| DIVERSITY & INCLUSION |

SPEAK LIFE:
Navigating possibilities with ease by perfecting the art of intentional communication. Words matter and people
who do not use words effectively are far less successful than those who do. You will learn to connect to the
impetus of a message and speak in a manner which maximizes influence. | CORPORATE CULTURE |

BOOK ELLE!
Booking@IntelligentIntentions.com
404.955.3831
www.IntelligentIntentions.com

